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Hi, this is Vic Strecher. Welcome to Deep Dive Into Eating, Session 2. How food makes us feel is tightly tied to what it’s made of. Our modern diet—which 
includes a ton of processed and packaged foods—is littered with ingredients our bodies weren’t really built to handle well. Might be the granola bar you 
grab in the morning or the frozen, “heat and eat” plastic-wrapped delight you’re counting on for dinner—both have way more ingredients than you’d 
probably suspect.
 
Not-so-natural ingredients are added to our food for lots of reasons. Some increase shelf life. Remember the Twinkie? Others might be added to change 
the texture, color, appearance, or flavor. While some additives don’t have much impact on our health, others are, frankly, just not good for you.
 
Here are the Big Three:
 
First up: Partially Hydrogenated Oils and Trans Fats
Hang in there. I know. Sounds complicated. It’s really not. These greasy bad boys increase LDL—that bad cholesterol you’ve heard about that can lead 
to a higher risk of heart disease, even when eaten in small amounts. Look for trans fats in margarine, vegetable shortening, and cooking oils including: 
vegetable, soy, canola, sunflower, safflower, grapeseed, and cottonseed. All of these fats show up all over the place in snack foods, fast foods, coffee 
creamers, et cetera…et cetera. Steer clear.
 
Next up: Salt (aka Sodium)
Salt seems to be everywhere these days. It’s no surprise because humans love the taste of salt and it’s an easy and cheap way for food manufacturers 
and lazy cooks to jack up the flavor of their food. Problem is, too much salt opens the door to high blood pressure, and that can set you up for a stroke 
or heart attack. In general, we eat far more salt than is recommended for a healthy diet. Why? Because it’s everywhere: snack foods, baked goods, fast 
foods, canned and pickled foods, frozen foods—the list goes on. Check on today’s web page for some of the fancy, unpronounceable names that are 
salt stand-ins. Most contain the word sodium.
 
Lastly: Sugar and It’s Sibs
Humans seem predisposed to like – make that love – sugar. That said, most of us understand that consuming lots of sugar is like stepping on the ex-
press train to rapid weight gain, obesity, diabetes, even heart disease. And the thing is, sugar’s everywhere, so even if you’re consciously trying to avoid 
it, you’ll still be taking it in. Lactose in milk? Sugar. To make matters worse, food manufacturers are adding more sugary badness to all kinds of foods. 
But here’s some good news: the latest FDA nutrition label now shows how much “Added Sugars” are present. A big help for a big problem.
 
Here’s a Rule of Thumb: Avoid the Big Three and look for foods with fewer ingredients, not to mention ingredients you can actually pronounce. If it’s 
tricky to say, it’s probably tricky for your body to digest. The better the food, the better the fuel, and, consequently, the better you’ll feel. And remember, 
now you’re exploring a more conscious and thoughtful approach to eating, chart your successes (and setbacks) daily in JOOL. Set a stretch Target for 
Eating and then use your new knowledge to hit the mark. It won’t take long before you start to feel the difference.
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